Ring -ring
Ring-ring
What's the GAG?

RAFT
Hello, here it's Alex's keyboard who are you?
I'm Lucia's screen; and I'm phoning you because I'm very bored and I want
to talk to something.
And you call me. OK so....
Well... em... have you got any new to tell me?
Well I haven't got any new but I have a question...
OK tell me
Well Do you know GAG?
Yes, of course because 3 weeks ago Mayte has install Gag in me. What do
you want to know about Gag?
Well the first one I want to know what's it for?
OK I can tell you that it's a program which after install it is like a
receptionist that helps you when you turn on the computer. Gag asks you
what operating system do you want to use it could be Linux or Windows or...
(etc) Then when you answer him Gag is going to say you which path you have
to choose to work with your operating system. Do you understand?
....... More or less
... Yes.. So Gag is a program which after install it is like a receptionist
that helps you when you turn on the computer. Gag asks you what operating
system do you want to use it could be Linux or Windows or... (etc) Then when
you answer him Gag is going to say you which path you have to choose to work
with your operating system.
Yes!! Exactly ....Well let me think it's exactly what I have just said?!
Yes.
But do you understand?
Yes Yes Yes and Yes.

OK do you have any more question?
Yes I have one more...well I have two more questions!
OK
...
So ask me.
Ahhhhhhhh!!!!!!!..... yes... well the first one is: What is it like? I mean
is it blue is it yellow well you know...What is it like?
Em ... I, the screen become gray and I... well I send you a photo OK
Yes.
And how do you do to choose the operating system that you want? Is it with the mouse?

No but it is very easy you only have to use your keys well your arrows.

And to configure it you have to key the red word in each sentences.

Well saying that I say you bye because I'm tired OK?

Nooooooooo I have one more question; Do you remember I said you that I had two questions and I only have asked you one and...

Wait wait wait you have already asked the two of them and I'm very tired so good bye

But it's only one question and it's very important

OK ask but very quickly

OK How do you install it?

No no no no no that question Is very difficult to answer and it is going to take me a lot of time

But...

But nothing I have already said you a lot if you want to install it go to Mr. Zas page and GET A LIFE!!!

But you know how to do it
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